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THE ROAD TO ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION -
THE HISTORICAL AND FUTURE ASPECTS 

Yannicke Sloots1

 Insight

The idea of transplantation has been around for a long time and is described in the mythology of civilisations from all over the world [1]. 
These legends describe organ transplantations performed by healers and gods. Nowadays, organ transplantation procedures are a reality, and 
surgeons can save lives of patients with incurable diseases. However, the road towards modern transplantation has been a difficult one and is 
marked by various important discoveries. Among these are surgical techniques to connect vessels, and the discovery of the immune system 
and its involvement in rejection of donor organs. Moreover, the introduction of immunosuppressant drugs had a major impact on the field 
of transplantation. This article will introduce you to the researchers, surgeons, and their findings that paved the way for modern-day organ 
transplantation. 

A leg transplant myth 

The journey along the landmarks of transplantation starts as 
early as the third century. The painting ‘The miracle of the 
Black Leg’ depicts two saint physicians, Cosmas and Damien, 

transplanting a cancerous leg with a healthy one (Figure 1). The 
story tells us that the man dreamed that Cosmas and Damien 
came, amputated his leg, and replaced it with one from a deceased 
Ethiopian man from the graveyard [2]. This was the first time a limb 
transplantation was mentioned in written literature [1]. 

First steps  
The first documentation of transplantation comes from the sixteenth 
century. The Italian surgeon Gaspare Tagliacozzi performed 
skin transplantations to replace missing noses and wrote about 
these procedures in his book [3]. The first major discovery in skin 
transplantation came from Jacques-Louis Reverdin in 1869. He 
showed that small, thin grafts of the epidermis could heal [3]. This 
technique of skin grafting was used in World War I to treat burns [1]. 
The first organ transplantation occurred in 1883 and was performed 
by surgeon Emil Kocher. Kocher treated goitre, a swollen thyroid 
gland, with operations whereby he completely removed the thyroid. 
However, all the patients developed the same health complaints, a 
syndrome we now know as hypothyroidism [4]. Kocher wanted to 
help his patients and tried to reverse the procedure by transplanting 
the thyroid tissue back into the patients. Since the organ was replaced 
to try and cure a complex internal disease, this transplantation may 
count as the first organ transplant ever [4]. This operation by Kocher 
became the starting point of research into organ replacement. 
Researchers started with other endocrine glands, such as the 
pancreas but also focused on other non-endocrine organs like the 
kidney. 

New techniques 
The next step in transplantation in humans were kidney transplants 
with xenografts, or transplants with organs from another species, for 
example, pig, goat or monkey donors. These happened around 1906. 
None of these kidneys functioned for more than a few days, and all 
patients died [3]. 

Surgical techniques developed by Alexis Carrel were very important 
from this moment on. He introduced a new technique for blood 

vessel suturing that made it possible to connect the donor organ to 
its vessels in the host. Because the technique of Carrel was so refined, 
he saw that transplantations between individuals from the same 
species, or allografts, were unsuccessful due to something that could 
not be solved by surgical techniques [4]. However, he did not know 
the reason for the failure of allografts [3].  

The rejection problem 
As Carrel had experienced with his transplantations, rejection of 
the donor organ was a major problem. Scientists tried to find 
explanations for this; maybe rejection had to do with differences in 
nutrients or protein levels in different bodies. Different experiments 
were carried out to prevent rejection of allogeneic transplants. 
For example, the organ was conditioned to its new environment 
by soaking it in the recipient’s blood serum [4]. Another strategy 
was to reduce the biochemical differences between the donor and 
recipient, whereby the recipient was fed meat from the donor animal 
or the recipient was injected with blood from the donor. None of 
these experiments had promising outcomes. However, a strategy 
that seemed promising was matching donors and recipients by ABO 
blood groups or by family relationships. This strategy eventually 
failed because there was not enough information about how these 
could predict transplant compatibility [4]. It was Georg Schöne, a 
German surgeon, who introduced the concept of transplantation 
immunity which explained that the body’s immune system was 
responsible for transplant rejection [4]. 

Immune system involvement 
A finding in line with the idea that rejection resulted from an 
immune response was that researchers saw that animals battling an 
infection had better transplantation results [4]. They reasoned that 
macrophages were ‘tied-up’ in these hosts and therefore could not 
help with the rejection of the donor organ. Another discovery in the 
early 1900s was the second set phenomenon [3]. This phenomenon 
was found when a patient that rejected skin grafts from a specific 
donor was again grafted with tissue from the same donor. This time, 
the graft was rejected faster, a finding they called the “second set 
response”.  

The involvement of the immune system suggested that rejection 
could be prevented by suppression of the immune system in the 
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recipient [4]. Different experiments were carried out to suppress the 
recipients’ immune response to try and make the allotransplants 
successful. Anti-antibodies were produced in 1900 for the first time 
but did not lead to good results and were therefore abandoned 
in 1905 [4]. James Murphy showed in 1914 that the lymphoid 
system caused the resistance to tumour allografts [5]. He tried to 
block the lymphocytes in the host with irradiation, benzol (the first 
immunosuppressive agent), and spleen removal. Only radiation 
had an effect [4, 6]. How the lymphocytes were involved in allograft 
destruction, Murphy could not explain since, at that time, they 
thought that lymphocytes were fixed cells. Moreover, radiation and 
the chemical immunosuppressants were too dangerous for clinical 
use [4]. 

A lot was already known about transplantation at this time, but 
the knowledge could not be translated into applicable procedures. 
Therefore, after World War I, organ transplantation was given up by the 
majority of scientists [4]. Only a handful of doctors around the world 
continued to investigate the possibilities around transplantations.  

On to the modern area 
In 1945, organ transplantation was rediscovered [4]. Peter Medawar 
worked with plastic surgeon Thomas Gibson during World War II to 
explore the use of skin allografts for the treatment of burned aviators. 
Medawar rediscovered that rejection was an immunologic event 
but could not detect any antibody [3]. At a cocktail party in 1949, a 
colleague brought him the idea for his next experiments. In these 
experiments, Medawar carried out skin transplants in twin cattle. It 
was already known that identical twins accepted skin grafts from 
each other. Surprisingly, Medawar discovered that non-identical twin 
cows also accepted their twins’ donor skin, even when the cows were 
of different genders [3, 7]. Medawar and his team concluded that the 
twin cows did not recognize the twin cells as foreign because of how 
their immune systems developed [3]. 

The team tried the same experiment in mice. They took spleen cells 
from a donor mouse, then injected those cells into mouse foetuses, 

and thereby induced chimerism [3]. Chimerism means that there 
are cells or tissues from two individuals present [8]. The adult mice 
were then transplanted with skin grafts from the same donor mouse, 
and these were not rejected [3, 9]. Finally, there was proof that a 
host could accept an allograft, although it could not be applied to 
humans yet. 

The first kidney transplant 
We are now in 1950, and the only successful transplants so far are 
skin grafts. A kidney transplant was next on the agenda since donors 
could survive with only one kidney. Dr. Vonoroy was the first doctor 
to transplant a renal allograft in 1933 . The kidney came from a 6 
hours old cadaver, and the patient died in less than 22 hours after 
transplantation. Blood type incompatibility and ischemia damage 
have probably led to the failure of this case [1]. 

In 1953, the 22-year-old Richard Herrick suffered from chronic 
nephritis, at that time a life-threatening disease with no cure. 
An American doctor, Joseph Murray, was developing his own 
procedures to perform kidney transplants, and Herrick went to him 
for help. Herrick had a healthy twin brother, and his condition was so 
dangerous that he agreed to undergo the experimental procedure to 
receive a kidney from his twin brother [1]. Murray and his team first 
tested the match between the brothers by grafting skin to confirm 
that they were identical. The brothers underwent surgery in 1954 and 
became the living proof of the first successfully transplanted organ 
[1]. By transplanting the kidney from an identical twin, Murray could 
bypass the issue of rejection because their immune systems matched, 
something that was already known from skin graft experiments in 
twins. However, the impact of this success was profound, and Richard 
Herrick lived eight years with his brother’s kidney [1, 3]. Since this was 
the first successful transplantation, some scientists view this as the 
first transplantation. 

Around 1960, scientists realised that it was impossible to perform all 
transplants with genetically identical or related donors, so another 
approach was needed for the evasion of rejection [1]. 

Figure 1: 'The miracle of the Black Leg' painted by Matteo di Pacino (around 1370-135). This painting depicts a story from the third century in which the saints Cosmas 
and Damien perform a leg transplantation. 
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The first strategy to prevent rejection in non-related recipients came 
from an experiment in mice. Joan Main and Richmond Prehn showed 
that when they used radiation to weaken the immune system of 
adult mice, they could induce chimerism by introducing bone 
marrow cells. These mice accepted skin grafts from the donor from 
which they also received the bone marrow [3]. Murray translated 
this approach to human transplantations and irradiated 12 patients 
that would receive a donor kidney. Two of these patients received 
donor bone marrow. Unfortunately, 11 out of 12 patients died 
within a month [10]. The surviving patient had not received bone 
marrow but lived with his non-identical twin brother’s kidney for 
20 years. This was the first time the genetic barrier to human kidney 
transplantation had been disrupted [3]. 

Between 1960 and 1962, Jean Hamburger and René Küss showed that 
this approach also worked between nontwin donors and recipients. 
They treated four patients with irradiation and subsequently 
performed a transplant in a non related donor and recipient [11]. 
All four transplantations were successful. After these successes, 
researchers assumed that chimerism was not needed for successful 
transplantation [3]. 

Immune suppressing drugs 
In the following years, immunosuppressant drugs were developed 
to treat patients and prevent rejection. In 1962, Dr. Roy Calne and 
his team showed that 6-mercaptopurine prolonged survival after 
renal transplants in 104 dogs [12]. Together with Murray, Calne found 
that chemical suppressants such as azathioprine, prednisone, and 
actinomycin C improved short-term outcomes in human patients 
[13].  

Although the progress in the field seemed positive and encouraging, 
by 1963, it became clear that the outcomes of transplants were not 
that good at all. Less than 10% of several hundred allograft recipients 
had survived as long as three months [3]. Of all patients treated with 
irradiation, only six had achieved 1-year survival. Immunosuppressive 
drugs did not seem more effective than irradiation [3]. 

The American researcher Thomas Starzl brought a new insight into 
the field. He developed a new immunosuppressive protocol that 
allowed 1-year graft survival in over 70% of the patients [3]. This 
new protocol also included immunosuppressive drugs prednisone 
and azathioprine, but administered these in a specific sequence. This 
completely changed the outlook for renal transplantation [14]. Some 
patients could even decrease their drug intake without inducing 
rejection [3]. The protocol of Starzl remained the virtual world 
standard for almost two decades [3]. 

Transplantation of other organs and other 
developments 
The early years of transplantation mostly focused on kidneys, but by 
the late 1960s, heart, liver, and pancreas transplants from deceased 
donors had been performed successfully [1]. The amount of successful 
non-renal organ transplantations grows due to immunosuppression 
by anti-lymphocyte serum and other immunosuppressive drugs such 
as cyclosporine (found in 1976) and tacrolimus (found in 1989) [3]. 

In the Netherlands, 1240 organ transplantations were performed in 
2021 [15], while the first successful transplantation occurred in 1954, 
which is not even 70 years ago. Due to the amazing work of scientists, 

surgeons, and patients, organ transplantation has gone from a myth 
to reality. 
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